The Berthoud campus landscape is home to our award-winning
Conservation Gardens and Colorado-Big Thompson (C-BT)
Interpretive Area. However, we don’t stop there in our efforts to help
create an understanding of a landscape’s value and its association
with health, wellness, environment and natural resources.

CONSERVATION
Across Our CAMPUS

NATIVE GRASSES require less irrigation, mowing and chemical treatments
Colorado native grass species support and maintain the native ecosystem.
The use of native species is beneficial because they are adapted to our region.
They require less need for irrigation, mowing and chemical treatments, while also
providing a beneficial habitat for a variety of pollinators, birds and other species.
Establishing native grasses is a multi-year process, which includes:
• Soil preparation, seeding and germination
• Seed establishment and weed control
• Potential over-seeding
Many existing urban landscapes utilize non-native cool season grass varieties and
are irrigated to sustain a lush green look. Maintaining non-native grasses can
increase landscaping costs and utilize more natural resources throughout the year.

C-BT PROJECT
INTERPRETIVE
AREA &
CONSERVATION
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educate the public
on where their
water comes
from and how to
efficiently use this
limited resource
on their landscapes

TREES improve
air quality, clean
water and provide
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numerous other
benefits

STORMWATER BASINS
maximize surface area to
naturally collect and filter
nutrients and minerals
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CHARGING STATION
available to the public

A Conservation Campus INDOORS and Out

Northern Water’s outdoor features aren’t the only elements of our campus used as experiential and educational tools.
The building was originally green-build designed and is undergoing continual upgrades to save water indoors.
All restroom fixtures are now WaterSense-labeled. As we grow, the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED) building standards will be utilized to reduce impacts on the environment.

The Value of TREES
Trees have a very important job in the landscape. From a distance they are
beautiful, strong and resilient. Behind the scenes they are improving air quality,
creating oxygen, cleaning water, providing habitat, cultivating health and
wellness, increasing property value and reducing surface temperatures.
The Northern Water campus is home to a long list of tree varieties. We strive to
expand our plant species to encourage biodiversity in order to have a healthier
landscape and reduce possible impacts of pests and diseases. You can find our
tree map on the Colorado Tree Coalition website at https://pg-cloud.com/cotv.

The Important Role of STORMWATER BASINS
Stormwater detention and retention basins incorporate stormwater planning
techniques into the site during the planning process. This maximizes pervious
surface area for water to naturally collect and filter nutrients and minerals.
Northern Water’s detention basin is designed to capture and hold water runoff for a short period of time (24-48 hours) until
drained. These areas can dry out between storms.
Our retention basin is designed to permanently maintain and control stormwater. These basins are surrounded by natural
vegetation to improve bank stability and to assist with water filtration. Plant varieties you will see are popular prunus, willow, rush,
sedges and cattails, just to name a few.

Plant material is used to stabilize and prevent erosion. It is important to know what type of soil the site has prior to identifying
the plant material. Native grass varieties are Colorado-climate appropriate, while tolerating times of high moisture and long dry
periods. When planning these areas, utilize two different grass mixes:
1) Basin slope – Buffalograss, Blue grama, bluestem, wheatgrass, ricegrass, Junegrass and saltgrass
2) Basin base – Rush and sedge

Learn more about stormwater at http://stormwatercenter.colostate.edu.

C-BT PROJECT INTERPRETIVE AREA

The Colorado Big Thompson Project is the largest
transmountain diversion project in Colorado. This project is
federally owned and operated by Northern Water and the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. Construction started in 1938 and
was completed in 1957. Because of the vast size of the project,
the C-BT Interpretive Area was designed to serve as a small
scale replica that showcases the system.

CONSERVATION GARDENS

Northern Water’s award-winning Conservation Gardens
demonstrates different types of Colorado-friendly landscapes,
plant material, irrigation techniques, irrigation technology
and soil preparation. Northern Water utilizes the best
management practices when maintaining and developing
the gardens. Visitors are able to walk away with the tools to
start changing their landscapes.

